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Using supercritical fluids as solvents is useful for both practical and
theoretical reasons. It has been proposed to use supercritical C02 as a
solvent for synthesis because it eliminates the air pollution arising from
other solvents. The properties of supercritical fluids can be easily varied
with only modest changes in temperature and density, so they provide a way
of testing theories of chemical reactions. It has also been proposed to use
supercritical fluids for the treatment of hazardous mixed waste. For these
reasons we have studied the production of radiolytic species in supercritical
COZ and have measured their reactivity as a function of density. We have
shown that the C20A+ is formed. We also have shown that the electron
transfer reactions of dimethylaniline to CZOA+and C02(e-) to benzoquinone
are diffusion controlled over a considerable density range.

‘Work performed under the auspices of the Office of Basic Energy Sciences, Division of
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The alternate H atoms in NaY and MCM-
41 both show relaxation behavior that is
slower and more temperature dependent
than that for H atoms in NaX. All of the
dephasing times measured for
heterogeneous media are faster than for
ice or bulk silica.

Several observations can be made
from these preliminary studies. The
MCM-41 results show that a water phase
must be present to observe trapped or
transient H atoms and the H atom kinetics
is very different than that in water or ice.
The structure of the water clusters inside
the Y zeolites and even the solid water

phase inside the 3 nm pores of MCM-41
is different from the known forms of
bulk-phase ice. We can conclude that the
decay of H atoms is dominated by
reactions with defects in the matrix and
not by H + H reactions. Finally, the
observation of H atoms with different
hyperfine coupling and different
relaxation behavior shows that H atoms
exist in distinguishable regions of these
heterogeneous media. Possibilities
include the aqueous phase and the lattice
or different crystallographic directions in
the lattice.

* Work performed under the auspices of the Office of Science, Division of Chemical
Science, US-DOE under contract number W-3 1-109-ENG-38.

Figure 1. Kinetics of the H atom magnetization in different systems: MCM-41 + H20 (35
wt%), NaX + H20 (25 wt %) and pure ice. The signal from the high-field line is in
absorption and the low-field is in emission.
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